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ABSTRACT
Starting with [Goguen, J.A. 1967. Journal of Mathematical Analysis
and Applications], several generalizations of the original definition
of a fuzzy set have been proposed. In one popular case, one con-
siders as truth values the points in the lower left triangle of the
unit square, where their first coordinate is interpreted as “degree
of membership”, and their second coordinate as “degree of non-
membership”. Generalizing ideas in [Zadeh, L.A. 1968. Journal of
Mathematical Analysis and Applications], [Grzegorzewski, P. and E.
Mrówka. 2002. In: Soft Methods in Probability, Statistics and Data
Analysis, Heidelberg: Physica], [Grzegorzewski, P. 2013. Information
Sciences] and [Klement, E.P. and R. Mesiar. 2015. International Jour-
nal of Uncertainty, Fuzziness and Knowledge-Based Systems], the
concept of expected values (based on capacities) of fuzzy events in
this general sense is introduced and investigated. Expected values
satisfying additional properties such as positive-linearity, comono-
tone additivity and comonotone maxitivity are studied, as well as an
extension to real-valued expected values.
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1. Introduction

When trying to determine the “size” of an L∗-fuzzy event, we follow the ideas of
Zadeh (1968), where a first approach to probability measures of fuzzy events was intro-
duced and studied, and of Klement and Mesiar (2015), where expected values of fuzzy
events were investigated in general.

In Zadeh (1968), a fixed probability measure was considered and the Lebesgue (–Stielt-
jes) integral (with respect to this probability measure) was applied to the membership
function of some fuzzy event in order to define the probability measure of this fuzzy
event.

In a natural generalization of classical statistics where the expected value of the charac-
teristic (i.e. membership) function of a set coincides with the probability measure of this
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set, the probability measure of a fuzzy event defined in Zadeh (1968) can be interpreted as
the expected value of this event (with respect to the underlying probability measure).

This procedure can be further generalized by considering more general types of mea-
sures (such as capacities (Choquet 1954) or fuzzy measures (Sugeno 1974)) and more
general types of integrals (such as the Choquet (Choquet 1954), Shilkret (Shilkret 1971)
or Sugeno integral (Sugeno 1974), or even a more abstract framework for integrals such
as the universal integrals studied in Klement, Mesiar, and Pap (2010)) to define expected
values of fuzzy events (Klement and Mesiar 2015).

Various more general types of measures (which are monotone non-decreasing, but in
general neither (finitely or σ -)additive nor continuous) have been studied in the litera-
ture (Medolaghi 1907; Carathéodory 1918; Vitali 1925; Choquet 1954; Dempster 1967;
Shilkret 1971; Sugeno 1974; Shafer 1976; Ralescu and Adams 1980; Bhaskara Rao and
Rao 1983; Stolz 1883; Klement andWeber 1991;Denneberg 1994; Pap 1995; Grabisch 1997;
Höhle and Rodabaugh 1999; Klement andWeber 1999;Mesiar 1999; Grabisch,Murofushi,
and Sugeno 2000; Pap 2002; Mesiar 2005; Pap 2008; Lehrer 2009; Wang and Klir 2009; Li
andMesiar 2011;Mesiar and Stupňanová 2013; Li,Mesiar, and Pap 2014; Torra, Narukawa,
and Sugeno 2014).

In the most general case, these measures are (up to some boundary conditions) only
monotone non-decreasing with respect to set inclusion.

In this paper, we shall consistently use the term capacity for amonotone non-decreasing
set function (defined on a σ -algebra) which also satisfies the standard boundary con-
ditions. In this way, we shall avoid any confusion with similar notions like monotone
set function, monotone measure, non-additive measure or fuzzy measure (even if these
notions were used in the original sources).

For capacities with additional properties, we shall either use their standard names
(such as probability measure) or we will explicitly mention the additional properties: the
Lebesgue measure on the unit interval and, more generally, each probability measure are
examples of σ -additive capacities.

Themain aim of this paper is a deep study of expected values of L∗-fuzzy sets (for details
concerning the lattice L∗ and the corresponding L∗-fuzzy sets see Section 2). Observe that
in a series of publications (Atanassov 1984, 1986, 1999) the so-called “intuitionistic fuzzy
sets” were introduced and studied. This type of fuzzy sets is based on the lattice L∗ and
therefore, following the ideas in Goguen (1967), we consistently use the term “L∗-fuzzy
sets” in order to avoid any confusionwith the intuitionistic fuzzy logic developed inTakeuti
and Titani (1984) and Takeuti and Titani (1987).

The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, the necessary preliminaries
concerning fuzzy sets and L∗-fuzzy sets are given. In Section 3, we present capacities and
several related integrals (which, in general, are non-linear). The main part of the paper
is contained in Section 4 where we introduce and discuss expected values of fuzzy events
and L∗-fuzzy events. The following sections are devoted to the investigation of expected
values of L∗-fuzzy events satisfying some additional properties: in Section 5 the linearity
of L∗-fuzzy events and weaker forms thereof, in particular, idempotency, are considered,
and in Section 6, comonotone additivity andmaxitivity of the expected values is assumed to
hold. Finally, in Section 7 we extend our concept to real-valued expected values of L∗-fuzzy
events.
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2. Preliminaries

The set of all crisp (or Cantorian) subsets of a universe of discourse X will be denoted
by P(X) (power set of X). Since we can identify each crisp subset A of X with its charac-
teristic function 1A : X → {0, 1} the complete bounded lattice (P(X),⊆) is isomorphic to
the lattice ({0, 1}X ,≤), where {0, 1}X is the set of all functions from X to {0, 1} and ≤ the
component-wise standard order. For the rest of this paper, we will write ≤ for the standard
linear order on subsets of the real line R (such as {0, 1} and the unit interval [0, 1]). From
now on, we will denote the unit interval [0, 1] simply by I.

In Zadeh (1965), the unit interval I was suggested as set of truth values. The set of
all fuzzy subsets of X will be denoted by F (X). A fuzzy subset A ∈ F (X) is described
by its membership function μA : X → I, where μA(x) ∈ I defines the degree of member-
ship of the object x in the fuzzy subset A, and the complete bounded lattice (F (X),⊆) is
isomorphic to (IX ,≤), where I

X is the set of all functions from X to I.
The lattice (P(X),⊆) of crisp subsets of X can be embedded into the lattice (F (X),

⊆) of fuzzy sets of X: the function embP(X) : P(X) → F (X), where the membership
function of the fuzzy set embP(X)(A) is given by μembP(X)(A) = 1A, provides a natural
embedding.

In a further generalization (Goguen 1967), it was suggested to use an abstract set L as
set of truth values and to describe an L-fuzzy subset A of X by means of its membership
function μA : X → L. Several important examples for L were discussed in Goguen (1967),
such as complete lattices or complete lattice-ordered semigroups. For a recent overview of
generalizations of fuzzy sets, see Bustince et al. (2016).

In most cases, a bounded lattice (L,≤L) is considered, i.e. a non-empty set L equipped
with a partial order ≤L such that there exist a bottom (or smallest) element 0L and a top
(or greatest) element 1L in L, and such that each finite subset of L has a meet (or greatest
lower bound) and a join (or least upper bound) in L. If, additionally, each arbitrary subset
of L has a meet and a join then the lattice is called complete.

For notions and results in the theory of general lattices, we refer to the book
(Birkhoff 1973). We only recall that in a lattice there is a natural relationship between the
partial order, on the one hand, and the lattice theoretical operations meet and join, on the
other hand: the assertion a ≤L b is equivalent to each of a ∧L b = a and a ∨L b = b.

In the rest of the paper, we shall mainly work with the following set L∗ of truth values
and the partial order ≤L∗ on L∗ (compare Atanassov 1986; Deschrijver and Kerre 2003;
Wang and He 2000):

L∗ = {(a, b) ∈ I
2 | a + b ≤ 1}, (1)

(a, b) ≤L∗ (c, d) ⇐⇒ a ≤ c and b ≥ d. (2)

Obviously, (L∗,≤L∗) is a complete bounded lattice: the meet ∧L∗ and the join ∨L∗ in
(L∗,≤L∗) are given by

(a, b) ∧L∗ (c, d) = (min(a, c), max(b, d)), (3)

(a, b) ∨L∗ (c, d) = (max(a, c), min(b, d)), (4)
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and 0L∗ = (0, 1) and 1L∗ = (1, 0) are the bottom and top elements of (L∗,≤L∗), respec-
tively. Obviously, (I,≤) can be embedded into (L∗,≤L∗): the function embI : I → L∗ given
by embI(x) = (x, 1 − x) is a possible embedding.

Note that the order ≤L∗ is not linear. However, it is possible to construct refinements of
≤L∗ which are linear (De Miguel et al. 2016).

An L∗-fuzzy subsetA of a universe of discourseX is characterized by its L∗-membership
function μL∗

A : X → L∗. The L∗-membership function μL∗
A : X → L∗ has two component

functions, say μA, νA : X → I, i.e. for each x ∈ X we have μL∗
A (x) = (μA(x), νA(x)) and

μA(x) + νA(x) ≤ 1. BothμA and νA can be seen asmembership functions of suitable fuzzy
subsets A+,A− ∈ F (X), respectively, and then for each x ∈ X we get μA+(x) = μA(x),
μA−(x) = νA(x), and μA+(x) + μA−(x) ≤ 1, i.e. A+ ⊆ �(A−), where �(A−) is the com-
plement of the fuzzy set A− in the sense of Zadeh (1965), i.e. μ�(A−) = 1 − μ(A−). The
value μA+(x) is usually called the degree of membership of the object x in the L∗-fuzzy set
A, whileμA−(x) is said to be the degree of non-membership of the object x in the L∗-fuzzy
set A.

We already mentioned in Section 1 that L∗-fuzzy sets were called “intuitionistic fuzzy
sets” in Atanassov (1984, 1986, 1999), and we also explained there why we avoid this name.

Denoting the set of all L∗-fuzzy subsets of X by FL∗(X), each A ∈ FL∗(X) is charac-
terized by its L∗-membership function μL∗

A : X → L∗, i.e. we may write μL∗
A = (μA, νA) =

(μA+ ,μA−). As a consequence, we obtain

FL∗(X) = {(A+,A−) ∈ (F (X))2 | A+ ⊆ �(A−)}.
This means that we can identify an L∗-fuzzy subset A ∈ FL∗(X) with a pair of fuzzy sets
(A+,A−) satisfying A+ ⊆ �(A−). Subsequently, for two L∗-fuzzy subsets A = (A+,A−)

and B = (B+,B−) of X we have

A ⊆L∗ B if and only if
(
A+ ⊆ B+and B− ⊆ A−) ,

and the complement of an L∗-fuzzy subset A = (A+,A−) is the L∗-fuzzy set �A =
(A−,A+). Note that we are using the same symbol � for the complement of different types
of sets (crisp sets, fuzzy sets, L∗-fuzzy sets) since its meaning will always be clear from the
context.

It is immediately seen that (FL∗(X),⊆L∗) is a complete bounded lattice with bottom
element ∅ = (∅,X) and top element X = (X,∅), and the lattice (FL∗(X),⊆L∗) of L∗-fuzzy
sets is isomorphic to (L∗X ,≤L∗). Clearly, (F (X),⊆) can be embedded into (FL∗(X),⊆L∗):
an embedding embF (X) : F (X) → FL∗(X) is given by embF (X)(A) = (A, �A).

The bounded lattice (L∗,≤L∗) turns out to be isomorphic to a number of other lattices
considered in the literature.

Remark 2.1: The bounded lattice (L∗,≤L∗) is isomorphic to each of the following two
lattices:

(i) to the upper left triangle � in I
2 (with vertices (0, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1)), equipped with

the pointwise partial order ≤�, i.e.

� = {(a, b) ∈ I
2 | 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ 1},

(a, b) ≤� (c, d) ⇐⇒ a ≤ c and b ≤ d,
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with bottom and top elements 0� = (0, 0) and 1� = (1, 1), respectively; here
ϕ : L∗ → � given by ϕ(x, y) = (x, 1 − y) is an isomorphism between the lattices
(L∗,≤L∗) and (�,≤�);

(ii) to the bounded lattice (L,≤L) of all closed subintervals of I given by

L = {[a, b] | 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ 1},
[a, b] ≤L [c, d] ⇐⇒ a ≤ c and b ≤ d,

with bottom and top elements 0L = [0, 0] and 1L = [1, 1], respectively; here
ϕ : L∗ → L given by ϕ(x, y) = [

x, 1 − y
]
is an isomorphism between the lattices

(L∗,≤L∗) and (L,≤L).

Observe that the lattices (L∗,≤L∗) and (L,≤L) are isomorphic, i.e. have the same
mathematical structure, but their semantics may be quite different. The values of themem-
bership function of an L∗-fuzzy set are typically given by a pair of numbers (μ(x), ν(x)) ∈
I
2 representing the degree of membership and the degree of non-membership of the object
x in the L∗-fuzzy set A. In the case of interval-valued fuzzy sets (based on (L,≤L)), the
values (a, b) of its membership function are usually identified with [a, b], i.e. with a subin-
terval of I (in this sense interval-valued fuzzy sets are special examples of fuzzy set of type 2
– for a discussion of these generalizations of fuzzy sets, see, e.g. Zadeh 1975 and Walker
and Walker 2009).

We onlymention that there are infinitelymany other bounded lattices which are isomor-
phic to the lattice (L∗,≤L∗). For example, the lattices (P∗,≤L∗), (F∗,≤L∗) and (Oq∗,≤L∗)
where

P∗ = {(a, b) ∈ I
2 | a2 + b2 ≤ 1}, ϕP∗(x, y) = (x2, y2)

F∗ = {(a, b) ∈ I
2 | a3 + b3 ≤ 1}, ϕF∗(x, y) = (x3, y3)

Oq∗ = {(a, b) ∈ I
2 | aq + bq ≤ 1} for some q ≥ 1, ϕOq∗(x, y) = (xq, yq)

are all isomorphic to (L∗,≤L∗) (and the functions ϕP∗ : P∗ → L∗, ϕF∗ : F∗ → L∗, and
ϕOq∗ : Oq∗ → L∗ as given above provide trivial isomorphisms).

Although the corresponding concepts of fuzzy sets based on P∗, F∗ andOq∗ are not only
isomorphic mathematical objects but usually also share the same semantics, they some-
times are dealt with under various (fantasy) names such as “Pythagorean fuzzy sets” in
Yager and Abbasov (2013), Yager (2014) and Dick, Yager, and Yazdanbakhsh (2016), “Fer-
matean fuzzy sets” in Senapati and Yager (2020a), Senapati and Yager (2019b), and “qth
rung orthopair fuzzy subsets” in Yager (2017) (compare also Atanassov and Vassilev 2018).

In fact, for each involutive negation n : I → I (i.e. an order reversion bijection satisfy-
ing n ◦ n = idI) one can introduce in a straightforward way a lattice ((L∗)n,≤L∗) (which
obviously is isomorphic to the bounded lattice (L∗,≤L∗)) by putting

(L∗)n = {(a, b) ∈ I
2 | a ≤ n(b)}.

Then, considering for each q ∈ [1,∞[ the involutive negation nq : I → I given by

nq(x) = (
1 − xq

) 1
q ,
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we immediately obtain

L∗ = (L∗)n1 , P∗ = (L∗)n2 , F∗ = (L∗)n3 , Oq∗ = (L∗)nq .

3. Capacities and some integrals based on them

For expected values of crisp, fuzzy and L∗-fuzzy events our basic setting is a measur-
able space (Bauer 1981; Halmos 1950), i.e. a pair (X,A ) consisting of a non-empty set X
(the universe of discourse) and a σ -algebra A of subsets of X. Recall that a σ -algebra
(Bauer 1981) is a collection of subsets of X which contains the empty set ∅ and the
universe X and which is closed under complementation and countable unions.

Definition 3.1: If (X,A ) is a measurable space, then a capacity on (X,A ) is a function
m : A → I which satisfies

(i) m(∅) = 0 andm(X) = 1, (boundary conditions)
(ii) m(A) ≤ m(B) whenever A ⊆ B. (monotone non-decreasing)

Note again that a capacity as given in Definition 3.1, is neither required to be (finitely or
σ -)additive nor to be continuous in any sense (recall that a set functionm : A → I is said
to be (finitely) additive whenever m(A ∪ B) = m(A) + m(B) for all disjoint subsets A, B
of X, and σ -additive whenever

m

( ∞⋃
n=1

An

)
=

∞∑
n=1

m(An)

for each sequence (A1,A2, . . . ) of pairwise disjoint subsets of X).
We shall write D for the class of all measurable spaces. Given a specific measurable

space (X,A ), the set of all capacities m : A → I will be denoted by M (X,A ), and the
set of all measurable functions f : X → I by F (X,A ). Recall that a function f : X → I is
measurable (with respect to the σ -algebraA onX and the σ -algebraB(I) of Borel subsets
of I) if, for each α ∈ I, we have {x ∈ X | f (x) ≥ α} ∈ A .

Example 3.2: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space, h : X → I a measurable function and
m : A → I a capacity on (X,A ).

(i) The Choquet integral Chm (Choquet 1954), the Sugeno integral Sum There are many
concepts for integrals with respect to capacities: Sugeno (1974), and the Shilkret
integral Shm (Shilkret 1971) with respect to m (see also Benvenuti, Mesiar, and
Vivona 2002; Pap 2002) are given by, respectively,

Chm(h) =
∫ 1

0
m({h ≥ t}) dt, (5)

Sum(h) =
∨
t∈I

(t ∧ m({h ≥ t})), (6)
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Shm(h) =
∨
t∈I

(t · m({h ≥ t})) (7)

where the integral on the right-hand side of (5) is a standard Riemann integral.
(ii) In Klement, Mesiar, and Pap (2010), the concept of so-called universal integrals was

proposed, which can be defined for arbitrary measurable spaces (X,A ), for arbitrary
measurable functions h : X → I and for arbitrary capacitiesm on (X,A ). These uni-
versal integrals provide a common framework for the Choquet, Sugeno and Shilkret
integrals given in (5)–(7), but also for other distinguished integrals which can be found
in the literature: the Sugeno–Weber integral (Weber 1986), the Choquet-like inte-
grals (Mesiar 1995), some copula-based integrals such as the Imaoka integral and the
inverse Sugeno integral (Imaoka 1997, 2000) (see also Klement et al. 2010; Klement
and Mesiar 2012b, 2012a), and many others.

4. Expected values

Following some ideas in Zadeh (1968) and Grzegorzewski and Mrówka (2002); Grze-
gorzewski (2013), on the one hand, and Klement and Mesiar (2015), on the other hand,
we review first the concept of expected values of fuzzy events and extend it to the case of
L∗-expected values, i.e. to expected values of L∗-fuzzy events.

Given a measurable space (X,A ), then a fuzzy subset A of X with a measurable mem-
bership function μA : X → I (which is equivalent to the condition that for each α ∈ ]0, 1]
the α-level setA[α] = {x ∈ X | μA(x) ≥ α} is contained inA ), is called a fuzzy event. The
set of all fuzzy events will be denoted by AI. Clearly, (AI,⊆) is a bounded sublattice of
(F (X),⊆) with bottom element ∅ and top element X.

The classical expected value of a random variable Y : X → R is given by

EP(Y) =
∫
X
Y dP,

where P : A → I is a probabilitymeasure on themeasurable space (X,A ) and the integral
is a Lebesgue( –Stieltjes) integral. This concept was used in Zadeh (1968) to define the
probability of a fuzzy event A, simply replacing the random variable Y by the membership
function ofA (see (8) below). Since then, several approaches to the expected value of fuzzy
events were proposed and studied. In Klement and Mesiar (2015), a general concept for
expected values of fuzzy events was introduced. We recall here those notions and results
which will be needed in the following sections.

Definition 4.1: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space. An expected value of fuzzy events is an
order homomorphism E from (AI,⊆) to (I,≤), i.e. a function E : AI → I satisfying

(i) E(∅) = 0 and E(X) = 1,
(ii) E(A) ≤ E(B) whenever A ⊆ B.

The following basic example of an expected value of fuzzy eventswas proposed byZadeh
in Zadeh (1968) under the name “probability of fuzzy events”.
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Example 4.2: Starting with a probabilitymeasure P on (X,A ), the expected value of fuzzy
sets EP : AI → I is given by

EP(A) =
∫
X

μA dP, (8)

where the integral on the right hand side is the Lebesgue integral.

It is evident that for each expected value E of fuzzy events the function mE : A → I

given bymE(A) = E(A) is a capacity on (X,A ).
Given a capacity m ∈ M (X,A ), the monotonicity in Definition 4.1 implies that the

smallest expected value (Em)⊥ of fuzzy events with respect to m is given by (Em)⊥(A) =
m(A[1]), whereA[1] = {μA = 1} is the kernel ofA, while the greatest expected value (Em)�
of fuzzy events with respect to m is given by (Em)�(A) = m({μA > 0}), where {μA > 0}
is the support of A.

Not only the Lebesgue integral as in (8), also other integrals such as theChoquet integral,
the Sugeno integral and the Shilkret integral (see Example 3.2(i)) can be used to construct
expected values of fuzzy events:

Example 4.3: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space andm : A → I a capacity.

(i) For a fuzzy eventA ∈ AI, the expected values ofA based on the Choquet, Sugeno and
Shilkret integral (Choquet, Sugeno and Shilkret expectation) (compare (5)–(7)) are
given by, respectively,

(Ch)Em(A) = Chm(μA) (9)

(Su)Em(A) = Sum(μA) (10)

(Sh)Em(A) = Shm(μA) (11)

(ii) More generally, if I is a universal integral on I based on a semicopula (Durante and
Sempi 2005) and the capacitym (as introduced and studied in (Klement, Mesiar, and
Pap 2010)), then the function (I)Em : AI → I given by (see Klement andMesiar 2015,
(5.1))

(I)Em(A) = I(m,μA) (12)

is an expected value on fuzzy events.

If (X,A ) is a measurable space, then an L∗-fuzzy set A = (A+,A−) ∈ FL∗(X) will
be called an L∗-fuzzy event whenever both A+ and A− are fuzzy events, i.e. A+ and A−
belong to AI. The set of all L∗-fuzzy events will be denoted AL∗ . Clearly, (AL∗ ,⊆L∗)
is a bounded sublattice of (FL∗(X),⊆L∗). Its bottom and top elements are the L∗-fuzzy
sets ∅ = (∅,X) (i.e.μL∗

∅ (x) = 0L∗ for each x ∈ X) and X = (X,∅) (i.e. μL∗
X (x) = 1L∗ for

each x ∈ X), respectively.
The concept of a capacity and of an expected value of fuzzy events is extended to the

case of L∗-fuzzy events in a straightforward way:
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Definition 4.4: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space. An L∗-capacity m on A is an order
homomorphism from (A ,⊆) to (L∗,≤L∗), i.e. a functionm : A → L∗ satisfying

(i) m(∅) = 0L∗ andm(X) = 1L∗ ,
(ii) m(A) ≤L∗ m(B) whenever A ⊆ B.

Corollary 4.5: If (X,A ) is a measurable space and m : A → L∗ an L∗-capacity, then there
exist two capacities m1,m2 : A → I satisfying m1 ≤ m2 such that for all crisp sets A ∈ A
we have

m(A) = (m1(A), 1 − m2(A)). (13)

Definition 4.6: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space. An L∗-expected value (or expected
value of L∗-fuzzy events) is an order homomorphism E from (AL∗ ,⊆L∗) to (L∗,≤L∗), i.e.
a function E : AL∗ → L∗ satisfying

(i) E(∅) = 0L∗ and E(X) = 1L∗ ,
(ii) E(A) ≤L∗ E(B) whenever A ⊆L∗ B.

Remark 4.7: Denote the set of all L∗-expected values by � and consider the pointwise
order on � inherited from ≤L∗ (which we also shall denote by ≤L∗). Then we have:

(i) (�,≤L∗) is a complete distributive and bounded lattice with bottom and top elements
E : AL∗ → L∗ and E : AL∗ → L∗ given by, respectively,

E(A) =
{

(0, 1) if A = ∅,
(1, 0) otherwise,

E(A) =
{

(1, 0) if A = X,
(0, 1) otherwise.

(ii) � is a convex set, i.e. for any L∗-expected values F,G ∈ � and all λ ∈ I, also λ · F +
(1 − λ) · G is an element of �. Note that for (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L∗ their convex sum is
defined as

λ · (a, b) + (1 − λ) · (c, d) = (λ · a + (1 − λ) · c, λ · b + (1 − λ) · d).

Starting with a probability measure, an L∗-expected value can be constructed consid-
ering in both coordinates the expected value of fuzzy events given by (8) going back to
Zadeh (1968). This approach was proposed in Grzegorzewski and Mrówka (2002); Grze-
gorzewski (2013), and its axiomatic characterization was discussed in Ciungu and
Riečan (2010), compare also Riečan (2006).

Example 4.8: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space and P : A → I be a probability measure.
Then the function EL

∗
P : AL∗ → L∗ given by

EL
∗

P ((A+,A−)) =
(∫

X
μA+ dP,

∫
X

μA− dP
)

(14)

is an L∗-expected value.
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Remark 4.9: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space and E : AL∗ → L∗ an L∗-expected value.
In a natural way, E gives rise to two expected values of fuzzy events and to some
(L∗-)capacities.

(i) The L∗-expected value E induces an L∗-capacitymE : A → L∗ on A given by

mE(A) = E(A).

(ii) The L∗-expected value E induces two expected values E1,E2 : AI → I of fuzzy events
as follows:

E1(A) = π1(E((A, �A))), E2(A) = 1 − π2(E((A, �A))), (15)

where we use the embedding embF (X) from (F (X),⊆) into (FL∗(X),⊆L∗) given by

embF (X)(A) = (A, �A),

and where π1 and π2 denote the first and second projection from L∗ to I, respectively.
Observe that (15) implies that for all fuzzy events A ∈ AI

E((A, �A)) = (E1(A), 1 − E2(A)), (16)

i.e. we necessarily have E1 ≤ E2.
(iii) Using the two expected valuesE1 andE2 of fuzzy events given in (15), the L∗-expected

value E induces two capacitiesmE1 ,mE2 : A → I on A given by

mE1(A) = E1(A) and mE2(A) = E2(A). (17)

Definition 4.10: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space and m : A → L∗ be an L∗-capacity.
We say that an L∗-expected valueE : AL∗ → L∗ is based on the L∗-capacitym if for all crisp
sets A ∈ A we have

m(A) = E((A, �A)). (18)

Observe that, keeping the notations of Definition 4.10, the validity of (18) for allA ∈ A
is equivalent to each of the following assertions:

(i) the restrictions m1�A and m2�A coincide with the restrictions E1�A and E2�A ,
respectively, i.e. for all crisp events A ∈ A we have m1(A) = E1(A) and m2(A) =
E2(A),

(ii) m1 = mE1 andm2 = mE2 ,

where m1,m2 : A → I are the two capacities satisfying (13) which exist according to
Corollary 4.5, andE1,E2 : AI → I are the two expected values of fuzzy events given by (15),
and the two capacitiesmE1 ,mE2 : A → I on A are given by (17).

Definition 4.11: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space andm : A → I be a capacity. We say
that an L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ is based on the capacitym if for the two capacities
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m1,m2 : A → I satisfying (13)which exist according toCorollary 4.5we havem1 = m2 =
m.

Proposition 4.12: Let E1,E2 : AI → I be two expected values of fuzzy events satisfying
E1 ≤ E2. Then the smallest and greatest L∗-expected values E⊥,E� : AL∗ → L∗ such that E1
and E2 can be obtained from both E⊥ and E� via (15) are defined, for each L∗-fuzzy event
A = (A+,A−), by

E⊥(A) = (E1(A+), 1 − E2(A+)), (19)

E�(A) = (E1(�(A−)), 1 − E2(�(A−))). (20)

Proof: Fix two L∗-expected values E1,E2 : AI → I satisfying E1 ≤ E2, and define the two
functions E⊥,E� : AL∗ → L∗ as in (19) and (20), respectively.

Then the boundary conditions in Definition 4.6(i) follow from the boundary conditions
in Definition 4.1(i):

E⊥(∅) = E�(∅) = (E1(∅), 1 − E2(∅)) = (0, 1) = 0L∗ ,

E⊥(X) = E�(X) = (E1(X), 1 − E2(X)) = (1, 0) = 1L∗ .

For L∗-fuzzy eventsA = (A∗,A−) and B = (B∗,B−)withA ⊆L∗ B, i.e. with A+ ⊆ B+ and
B− ⊆ A−, themonotonicity of bothE⊥ andE� according toDefinition 4.6(ii) follows from
the monotonicity of E1 and E2 because of

E⊥(A) = (E1(A+), 1 − E2(A+)) ≤L∗ (E1(B+), 1 − E2(B+)) = E⊥(B),

E�(A) = (E1(�(A−)), 1 − E2(�(A−))) ≤L∗ (E1(�(B−)), 1 − E2(�(B−))) = E⊥(B),

implying that E⊥ and E� are expected values of L∗-fuzzy events. Obviously, both triplets
(E1,E2,E⊥) and (E1,E2,E�) are solutions of the functional equations in (15).

Finally, for each L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ such that E1 and E2 can be obtained
from E via (15), formula (16) and the monotonicity of E together with A+ ⊆ �(A−) imply
for each L∗-fuzzy event (A+,A−)

E⊥((A+,A−)) = (E1(A+), 1 − E2(A+)) = E((A+, �(A+))),

E((�(A−),A−)) = (E1(�(A−)), 1 − E2(�(A−))) = E�((A+,A−)),

E((A+, �(A+))) ≤L∗ E((A+,A−)) ≤L∗ E((�(A−),A−)),

thus completing the proof. �

Remark 4.13: Keeping the notations of Proposition 4.12, from the constructions (19)
and (20) it follows that the two extremal L∗-expected values E⊥ and E� and, subsequently,
all L∗-expected values satisfying that E1 and E2 can be obtained from E via (15) coincide
for all L∗-fuzzy events (A+,A−) satisfying A− = �(A+), i.e.for all fuzzy events A ∈ AI we
have

E⊥((A, �A)) = E((A, �A)) = E�((A, �A)).
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Recall that themembership functionμL∗
A : X → L∗ of anL∗-fuzzy setA = (A+,A−) can

be seen as a pair of functions μA, νA : X → I, i.e. μL∗
A = (μA, νA), where μA(x) describes

the degree of membership of x in A and νA(x) describes the degree of non-membership of
x in A.

Example 4.14: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space.

(i) Consider the L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ given by

E(A) =
(∨
x∈X

1 + 2μA(x) − νA(x)
3

,
∧
x∈X

1 − μA(x) + 2νA(x)
3

)
.

Then for each fuzzy event A ∈ AI we get

E1(A) =
∨
x∈X

μA(x) = E2(A),

and for each L∗-fuzzy event A ∈ AL∗

E⊥(A) =
(∨
x∈X

μA(x), 1 −
∨
x∈X

μA(x)

)
,

E�(A) =
(
1 −

∧
x∈X

νA(x),
∧
x∈X

νA(x)

)
.

(ii) For each L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ consider the L∗-expected values
E,E : AL∗ → L∗ given by

E((A+,A−)) = E((A+, (A−)(2))),

E((A+,A−)) = E(((A+)(2),A+)),

where, for a fuzzy subset A of X, the membership function of the fuzzy set A(2) is
given by (μA)2. Then we have

(E)1 = E1 and (E)2 ≥ E2,

(E)1 ≤ E1 and (E)2 = E2.

Note, however, that the expected values of fuzzy events (E)2 andE2, on the one hand,
and (E)1 and E1, on the other hand, coincide for crisp events, i.e. for each A ∈ A
we have (E)1(A) = E1(A) and (E)2(A) = E2(A).

(iii) Applying the construction given in (ii) to the L∗-expected value E considered in (i),
then for each fuzzy event A ∈ AI we get

(E)1(A) =
∨
x∈X

(μA(x))2 ≤
∨
x∈X

μA(x) = E1(A),

(E)2(A) =
∨
x∈X

(
2μA(x) − (μA(x))2

) ≥
∨
x∈X

μA(x) = E2(A),

showing that the inequalities above may be strict (in fact, these inequalities are strict
whenever 0 <

∨
x∈X μA(x) < 1).
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Starting from a capacity m ∈ M (X,A ), then Proposition 4.12 and the monotonicity
in Definition 4.6(ii) allows us to obtain the smallest L∗-expected value E⊥

m and the largest
L∗-expected value E�

m based onm as follows:

Corollary 4.15: Given a measurable space (X,A ) and a capacity m : A → I. Then the
smallest L∗-expected value E⊥

m : AI → L∗ based on m and the greatest L∗-expected value
E�
m : AI → L∗ based on m are given by

E⊥
m((A+,A−)) = (

m
(
(A+)[1]

)
, 1 − m

(
(A+)[1]

))
,

E�
m((A+,A−)) = (1 − m({μA− < 1}),m({μA− < 1})),

where (A+)[1] ∈ P(X) is the kernel of the fuzzy subset A+ of X and μA− : X → I is the
membership function of the fuzzy subset A− of X.

The following extension of an expected value of fuzzy events to an L∗-expected value is
a consequence of Ciungu and Riečan (2010).

Corollary 4.16: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space and E : AI → I an expected value of
fuzzy events. Then the function EL

∗
: AL∗ → L∗ given by

EL
∗
((A+,A−)) = (E(A+), 1 − E(�(A−))) (21)

is an L∗-expected value.

Definition 4.17: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space andm : A → I be a capacity.

(i) Consider the expected values of fuzzy events

(Ch)Em, (Su)Em, (Sh)Em : AI → I

based on the Choquet, the Sugeno and the Shilkret integral with respect tom (as given
in Example 4.3(i)), respectively. Then the functions

(Ch)EL
∗

m , (Su)EL
∗

m , (Sh)EL
∗

m : AL∗ → L∗

constructed by means of (21) are called the L∗-expected values based on the Choquet,
the Sugeno and the Shilkret integral with respect tom, respectively.

(ii) If (I)Em : AI → I is the expected value of fuzzy events based on a universal integral
I on I with respect to a semicopula (Durante and Sempi 2005) and to the capac-
ity m (as given by (12) in Example 4.3(ii)), then for each L∗-capacity mL∗

: A → L∗
related to the capacities m1,m2 : A → I with m1 ≤ m2 satisfying (13), the function
(I)EmL∗ : AL∗ → L∗ given by

(I)EmL∗ ((A+,A−)) = (
(I)Em1(A

+), 1 − (I)Em2(�(A−))
)

(22)

is an L∗-expected value, and we call it the L∗-expected value based on the universal
integral I with respect tom.
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Example 4.18: If (X,A ) is a measurable space and m : A → L∗ an L∗-capacity then
Corollary 4.5 tells us that there exist two capacities m1,m2 : A → I satisfying m1 ≤ m2
such that (13) holds, i.e. for all crisp sets A ∈ A we have m(A) = (m1(A), 1 − m2(A)).
Then for each L∗-fuzzy event A ∈ AL∗ characterized by the pair (μA, νA) of functions
μA, νA : X → I representing membership and non-membership in A, respectively, the
L∗-expected value (Su)EL

∗
m of A based on the Sugeno integral is given by

(Su)EL
∗

m (A) =
∨
B∈A

L
(
m(B) ∧L∗

∧
x∈B

L(μA(x), νA(x))
)

=
(∨
B∈A

(
m1(B) ∧

∧
x∈B

μA(x)
)
,
∧
B∈A

(
(1 − m2)(B) ∨

∨
x∈B

νA(x)
))

=
(
Sum1(μA), 1 −

∨
B∈A

(
m2(A) ∧

∧
x∈B

(1 − νA(x))
))

= (
Sum1(μA), 1 − Sum2(1 − νA)

)
= (

Sum1(μA), Sumd
2
(νA)

)
,

where the dual capacity md
2 : A → I of m2 is given by md

2(A) = 1 − m2(�A). A similar
equality holds also in the case of the Choquet integral, i.e.

(Ch)EL
∗

m (A) = (
Chm1(μA),Chmd

2
(νA)

)
,

but not for the Shilkret integral.

In multicriteria decision making, expected values of fuzzy events, similarly as expected
values of random variables, can be considered as utility functions, inducing a pre-order on
these sets. Although then any two alternatives (expressed in the form of two fuzzy sets or
of two random variables) are comparable, they may be non-distinguishable. In the case of
L∗-fuzzy sets, for any expected value we can introduce a weak partial order, and thus a gen-
eral preference structure (including possible incomparabilities) on any set of alternatives
expressed in the form of L∗-fuzzy subsets of a fixed setX (which, e.g. can be a set of criteria
or a set of experts). Clearly, different expected values yield different preference structures,
in general. In the following example, some of them are shown explicitly.

Example 4.19: Fix X = {1, 2, 3}, and letm∗,m∗,mu : P(X) → I be the greatest capacity,
the smallest capacity and the uniform capacity on X, respectively. Observe thatm∗ andm∗
are {0, 1}-valued capacities, in which case the Sugeno and the Choquet integrals coincide:

Sum∗(f ) = Chm∗(f ) = max{f (1), f (2), f (3)} = max f ,

Sum∗(f ) = Chm∗(f ) = min{f (1), f (2), f (3)} = min f .
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For the uniform capacitymu (which is a probability measure), we get

Sumu(f ) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min f if min f ≥ 2

3 ,
min(med f , 23 ) if min f < 2

3 and med f ≥ 1
3 ,

min(max f , 13 ) otherwise,

Chmu(f ) = 1
3
(f (1) + f (2) + f (3)).

Moreover, we have (m∗)d = m∗ and (mu)
d = mu.

Consider three L∗-fuzzy subsets A1, A2 and A3 of X (which may represent three
alternatives a1, a2 and a3 in the decision problem under consideration) given by

(
μL∗
Ai

(1),μL∗
Ai

(2),μL∗
Ai

(3)
) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(
(0.2, 0.7), (0.5, 0.3), (0.4, 0.4)

)
if i = 1,(

(0.1, 0.9), (0.3, 0.6), (0.6, 0.4)
)

if i = 2,(
(0.3, 0.4), (0.3, 0.4), (0.3, 0.4)

)
if i = 3.

Now we consider five simple cases of L∗-capacitiesm : P(X) → L∗ and L∗-expected val-
ues E : P(X)L∗ → L∗, and we obtain the following different scenarios (for a visualization
see Figure 1):

(i) Ifm is generated bym∗ andm∗ and if E = SuL
∗

m = ChL
∗

m , then the L∗-expected values
of A1, A2 and A3 are given by E(A1) = (0.2, 0.9), E(A2) = (0.1, 0.9) and E(A3) =
(0.3, 0.4). Hence a2 <L∗ a1 <L∗ a3, i.e. a3 is the best alternative, while a2 is considered
to be the worst alternative in this case.

(ii) If m is generated by m∗ and m∗ and if E = SuL
∗

m = ChL
∗

m , then we get the values
E(A1) = (0.5, 0.3), E(A2) = (0.6, 0.4) and E(A3) = (0.3, 0.4). Hence a3 <L∗ a1 and
a3 <L∗ a2, but a1 and a2 are incomparable, i.e. a3 is the worst alternative, and we
cannot distinguish between two best alternatives a1 and a2.

(iii) If m is generated by m∗ and m∗ and if E = SuL
∗

m = ChL
∗

m , then the result is E(A1) =
(0.2, 0.3), E(A2) = (0.1, 0.4) and E(A3) = (0.3, 0.4). Hence a2 <L∗ a1, a2 <L∗ a3,
and a1 and a3 are incomparable, i.e. a2 is the worst alternative, and a1 and a3 are
two indistinguishable best alternatives.

Figure 1. The five cases considered in Example 4.19.
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(iv) If m is generated by mu and mu and if E = SuL
∗

m then E(A1) = (0.4, 0.4), E(A2) =
( 13 , 0.6) andE(A3) = (0.3, 0.4). Hence a2 <L∗ a1, a3 <L∗ a1, and a2 and a3 are incom-
parable, i.e. a1 is the best alternative, and a2 and a3 are two indistinguishable worst
alternatives.

(v) If m is generated by mu and mu and if E = ChL
∗

m then E(A1) = ( 1130 ,
14
30 ), E(A2) =

( 1030 ,
19
30 ) and E(A3) = ( 9

30 ,
12
30 ). Hence a2 <L∗ a1, and a3 is incomparable with both

a1 and a2.

As we can see, we have a large variety of possibilities how to build preference structures
by means of L∗-expected values, which enrich the background of the theory of decision
making.

5. Linearity and weaker forms thereof

The Lebesgue integral is a prototypical linear functional, so the classical expected value
with respect to a probability measure is always linear. Since the truth values in L∗ and,
therefore, the values ofmembership functions ofL∗-fuzzy sets cannot be negative, it suffices
to consider positive-linearity for L∗-expected values.

Definition 5.1: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space. An L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ is
called positive-linear if, for all L∗-fuzzy events A,B ∈ AL∗ and for all α,β ∈ [0,∞[ with
α · A + β · B ∈ AL∗ , we have

E(α · A + β · B) = α · E(A) + β · E(B),

where the membership function of the linear combination α · A + β · B is given by

μL∗
α·A+β·B = (μ(α·A+β·B)+ ,μ(α·A+β·B)−)

= (α · μA+ + β · μB+ ,α · μA− + β · μB−).

Clearly, (L∗-)expected values as introduced inDefinition 4.6 are not necessarily positive-
linear.Moreover, it turns out that all continuous positive-linearL∗-expected values have the
form (14):

Proposition 5.2: LetE : AL∗ → L∗ be an L∗-expected value. The following are equivalent:

(i) E is continuous and positive-linear;
(ii) there exists a probability measure P : A → I such that E = EL

∗
P , i.e. for all L∗-fuzzy

events (A+,A−) ∈ AL∗ we have

E((A+,A−)) =
(∫

X
μA+ dP,

∫
X

μA− dP
)
.

Proof: The only non-trivial part of the proof is to show that (i) implies (ii).
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If an L∗-expected value E satisfies (i), then for all L∗-fuzzy events (A+,A−) we have

E((A+,A−)) = E((A+,∅) + (∅,A−)) = E((A+,∅)) + E((∅,A−)).

Moreover, the functions H1,H2 : AI → I defined by H1(A) = E((A,∅)) and H2(A) =
E((∅,A)) satisfy H1(X) = H2(X) = 1, and they are continuous and additive. Therefore,
there exist probability measures P1 and P2 on (X,A ) such that

H1(A) =
∫
X

μA dP1 and H2(A) =
∫
X

μA dP2,

implying

E((A+,A−)) =
(∫

X
μA+ dP1,

∫
X

μA− dP2
)
. (23)

Now choose an arbitrary fuzzy event B ∈ AI and consider the L∗-fuzzy event (B, �B) ∈
AL∗ . Then from (23) it follows that

1 ≥
∫
X

μB dP1 +
∫
X
(1 − μB) dP2 =

∫
X

μB dP1 + 1 −
∫
X

μB dP2,

i.e. for all fuzzy events B ∈ AI we get∫
X

μB dP1 ≤
∫
X

μB dP2

or, equivalently, for the probability measures P1 and P2 we have P1 ≤ P2 which is possible
only if P1 = P2 = P, i.e. assertion (ii) follows. �

The following result can easily be derived from (15)–(16).

Corollary 5.3: Let E : AL∗ → L∗ be an L∗-expected value. The following are equivalent:

(i) there exist two expected values of fuzzy events E1,E2 : AI → I with E1 ≤ E2 such that
for all L∗-fuzzy events (A+,A−) ∈ AL∗

E((A+,A−)) = (E1(A+), 1 − E2(�A−));

(ii) for all L∗-fuzzy events (A+,A−) ∈ AL∗

E((A+,A−)) = E((A∗,∅)) + E((∅,A−)).

As already mentioned, the classical expected value of a random variable (based on the
Lebesgue integral with respect to some probability measure) is always linear and, subse-
quently, idempotent, i.e. the expected value of a constant random variable equals exactly
this constant.

For (L∗-)expected values as introduced in Definition 4.6 this is not true, in general (for
a concrete counterexample see Example 5.7 below).
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Denoting for α ∈ I the membership function μα·X : X → I of the constant fuzzy event
α · X by μα·X = α · 1X , an expected value E : AI → I of fuzzy events is usually called
idempotent if for all α ∈ I

E(α · X) = α. (24)

Definition 5.4: Denote, in a measurable space (X,A ), for (α,β) ∈ L∗ the member-
ship function μL∗

(α,β)·X : X → L∗ of the constant L∗-fuzzy event (α,β) · X by μL∗
(α,β)·X =

(α · 1X ,β · 1X). Then an L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ is called idempotent if for all
(α,β) ∈ L∗

E((α,β) · X) = (α,β). (25)

Example 5.5: Many of the L∗-expected values considered so far turn out to be
idempotent:

(i) If P is a probability measure on the measurable space (X,A ), then the L∗-expected
value EL

∗
P : AL∗ → I given by (14) obviously is idempotent.

(ii) More generally, consider a universal integral I on I (as introduced and studied in
Klement, Mesiar, and Pap (2010)) based on a semicopula (Durante and Sempi 2005)
and a capacity m : A → I. Then the function (I)Em : AI → I given by (12) is an
idempotent expected value on fuzzy events (see Klement andMesiar 2015, (5.1)) and,
therefore, for each L∗-capacitymL∗

: A → L∗ related to the capacitiesm1,m2 : A →
I withm1 ≤ m2 satisfying (13), the function (I)EmL∗ : AL∗ → L∗ given by (22) is an
idempotent L∗-expected value.

(iii) Since the universal integrals cover, among others, the Choquet (1954), the
Sugeno (1974) and the Shilkret (1971) integral, also the L∗-expected values
(Ch)EL∗

m : AL∗ → L∗, (Su)EL
∗

m : AL∗ → L∗ and (Sh)EL
∗

m : AL∗ → L∗ based on the
Choquet, the Sugeno and the Shilkret integral, respectively, and constructed bymeans
of (21) are idempotent as a consequence of (ii).

An immediate consequence of Definition 5.4 is that the idempotency of an L∗-expected
value E is inherited by the expected values of fuzzy events in (15):

Corollary 5.6: If an L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ is idempotent, then the two expected
values E1,E2 : AI → I of fuzzy events given by (15), respectively, are also idempotent.

The converse implication in Corollary 5.6 does not hold, in general:

Example 5.7: Choose X = {1, 2} and A = P(X)), and define for L∗-fuzzy events A ∈
AL∗ , characterized by the pair of functions

(μA, νA) = (α1 · 1{1} + α2 · 1{2},β1 · 1{1} + β2 · 1{2}),

the L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ by

E(A) =
(

α1 + α2

2
,
4(β1 ∧ β2)(α1 + β1)(α2 + β2)

(1 + α1 + β1)(1 + α2 + β2)

)
.
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For a constant L∗-fuzzy event A, i.e. if α1 = α2 = α and β1 = β2 = β we obtain

E(A) =
(

α,
4β(α + β)2

(1 + α + β)2

)
,

and it is easy to see that E(A) = (α,β) only if β = 0 or α + β = 1, i.e. E is not idempotent.
On the other hand, using (15) we get E1(δ · X) = E2(δ · X) = δ for each constant fuzzy

event δ · X, so both E1 and E2 are idempotent.

If the L∗-expected value E has a special form then a simple computation shows that the
converse implication in Corollary 5.6 holds, too:

Corollary 5.8: If E1,E2 : AI → I are idempotent expected values of fuzzy events with E1 ≤
E2, then the L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ given by

E((A+,A−)) = (E1(A+), 1 − E2(�(A−)))

is also idempotent.

6. Comonotone additivity and comonotonemaxitivity

A characteristic property of the Choquet integral (5) (which is not positive-linear, in
general) is its comonotone additivity (Klement, Mesiar, and Pap 2010).

Recall that two functions f , g : X → R are said to be comonotone if for all x, y ∈ X we
have

(f (x) − f (y)) · (g(x) − g(y)) ≥ 0.

For two fuzzy subsets A,B ∈ F (X) comonotonicity means that their membership func-
tions μA,μB : X → I are comonotone, and for two L∗-fuzzy subsets A = (A+,A−) and
B = (B+,B−) in FL∗(X) the comonotonicity of A and Bmeans that A+ and B+ as well as
A− and B− are comonotone pairs of fuzzy sets.

Comonotone additive expected values of fuzzy events have been considered in, e.g. Kle-
ment and Mesiar (2015); Klement et al. (2015). We extend this to the case of L∗-expected
values.

Definition 6.1: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space. An L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ is
called comonotone additive if for all comonotoneL∗-fuzzy eventsA,B ∈ AL∗ withA + B ∈
AL∗ we have E(A + B) = E(A) + E(B).

It is not difficult to see that, given a capacity m on the measurable space (X,A ), the
L∗-expected value (Ch)EL

∗
m : AL∗ → L∗ based on the Choquet integral with respect to m

(constructed by means of (21)) is comonotone additive. As a trivial consequence, for each
probability measure P on (X,A ), also the L∗-expected value EL

∗
P : AL∗ → I given by (14)

is comonotone additive.
The following result is a consequence of the axiomatic characterization of the Choquet

integral in Schmeidler (1986, 1989) and of Corollary 5.3.
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Proposition 6.2: LetE : AL∗ → L∗ be an L∗-expected value. The following are equivalent:

(i) E is comonotone additive and there exist two expected values of fuzzy events
E1,E2 : AI → I with E1 ≤ E2 such that for all L∗-fuzzy events (A+,A−) ∈ AL∗

E((A+,A−)) = (E1(A+), 1 − E2(�(A−)));

(ii) there exist two capacities m1,m2 : A → I with m1 ≤ m2 such that for all L∗-fuzzy
events (A+,A−) ∈ AL∗

E((A+,A−)) = (Chm1(μA+), 1 − Chm2(1 − μA−))

= (Chm1(μA+),Chmd
2
(μA−)),

where md
2 is the dual capacity of m2, i.e. md

2(A) = 1 − m2(�A) for each A ∈ A .

Observe that for a comonotone additive L∗-expected valueEwe always haveE1 = Chm1

and E2 = Chm2 for some capacities m1 and m2 satisfying m1 ≤ m2. However, as shown
by the following example, this does not necessarily imply E((A+,A−)) = (E1(A+), 1 −
E2(�(A−))).

Example 6.3: We keep the notations of Example 5.7 for the measurable space (X,A ) and
for the L∗-fuzzy events A ∈ AL∗ . Then the L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ given by

E((A+,A−)) = (α1 ∧ α2, (1 − α1) ∧ (1 − α2))

is comonotone additive, but

(E1(A+), 1 − E2(�(A−))) = (α1 ∧ α2,β1 ∧ β2) �= E((A+,A−)).

Due to the axiomatic characterization of the Sugeno integral on bounded distributive
lattices in Couceiro and Marichal (2010a), Couceiro and Marichal (2010b) and Halaš,
Mesiar, and Pócs (2017), we obtain the following characterization of a class of L∗-expected
values on a finite universe X which are comonotone maxitive and comonotone minitive
(see (26) and (27) below).

In analogy to comonotone additivity (which preserves additivity for comonotone
functions), we can also consider operations preserving meets and joins of comonotone
functions.

An L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ is called comonotone maxitive if

E(A ∨L∗ B) = E(A) ∨L∗ E(B), (26)

and comonotone minitive if

E(A ∧L∗ B) = E(A) ∧L∗ E(B) (27)

for all comonotone L∗-fuzzy events A,B ∈ AL∗ .
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Proposition 6.4: Let X be a finite set, A = P(X) and E : AL∗ → L∗ an idempotent func-
tion which is both comonotone maxitive and comonotone minitive. Then E is the L∗-Sugeno
integral with respect to the L∗-capacity m : A → L∗ given by

m(A) = E((A, �A)),

i.e. for each A ∈ AL∗ we have

E(A) =
∨

L∗
(a,b)∈L∗

((a, b) ∧L∗ m({x ∈ X | μL∗
A (x) ≥L∗ (a, b)})). (28)

As already observed, each L∗-capacity m : A → L∗ is related to two capacities
m1,m2 : A → I satisfyingm1 ≤ m2 and (13). Then formula (28) can be rewritten as

E(A) = ((Su)Em1(A
+), (Su)Emd

2
(A−)), (29)

where md
2 : A → I is the dual capacity of m2 given by md

2(A) = 1 − m2(�A). Evidently,
for each L∗-capacity m : A → L∗, the function E : AL∗ → L∗ defined by (29) is an L∗-
expected value which, in the case ofm1 = m2, coincides with the L∗-expected value based
on the Sugeno integral.

7. Real-valued expectations

So far we have considered expected values of L∗-fuzzy events keeping in mind the point of
view that the expected value of an L∗-fuzzy event should be an element of L∗.

Taking into account the hierarchical structure of the three lattices (2,≤), (I,≤) and
(L∗,≤L∗), on the one hand, and of crisp, fuzzy and L∗-fuzzy subsets of the universe X,
on the other hand, crisp sets can be seen as special fuzzy sets, and fuzzy sets are special
L∗-fuzzy sets.

It therefore makes sense to consider also L∗-expectations assuming values in I only
rather than in L∗.

Definition 7.1: Let (X,A ) be a measurable space. A real-valued expected value of L∗-
fuzzy events (RL∗-expected value for short) is an order homomorphismE from (AL∗ ,⊆L∗)
to (I,≤), i.e. a function E : AL∗ → I satisfying

(i) E(∅) = 0 and E(X) = 1,
(ii) E(A) ≤ E(B) whenever A ⊆L∗ B.

Again it is easy to see that the set of all RL∗-expected values on (X,A ) is a convex set
and a bounded lattice with bottom and top elements E

⊥ and E
� given by, respectively,

E
⊥(A) =

{
1 if A = X,
0 otherwise,

E
�(A) =

{
0 if A = ∅,
1 otherwise.
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Clearly, for each λ ∈ ]0, 1[, Eλ = λ · E
� + (1 − λ) · E

⊥ is an RL∗-expected value, and it
is given by

Eλ(A) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0 if A = ∅,
1 if A = X,
λ otherwise.

Example 7.2: There are several natural ways to construct an RL∗-expected value from an
L∗-expected value.

(i) Starting from an L∗-expected value E : AL∗ → L∗ and an order homomorphism
ϕ : L∗ → I from (L∗,≤L∗) to (I,≤), it is immediately clear that the function
Eϕ,E : AL∗ → I defined by Eϕ,E = ϕ ◦ E is an RL∗-expected value.

(ii) Fix λ ∈ I and, using the so-called Kλ-operator Atanassov (1986) (compare also
Bustince et al. 2013), define the homomorphism ϕλ : L∗ → I from (L∗,≤L∗) to (I,≤)

by

ϕλ((a, b)) = (1 − λ) · a + λ · (1 − b).

Note that ϕ0((a, b)) = a, i.e. ϕ0 is just the first projection, and ϕ1((a, b)) = 1 − b, i.e.
ϕ1 is the negation of the second projection.

If P : A → I is a probability measure on (X,A ) and if EL
∗

P : AL∗ → L∗ is the
L∗-expected value given by (14), then for the corresponding RL∗-expected value
Eϕλ,EP : AL∗ → I we have for each L∗-fuzzy event A = (A+,A−) ∈ AL∗

E
ϕλ,EL

∗
P

(A) =
∫
X
((1 − λ) · A+ + λ · (�(A−))) dP =

∫
X

ϕλ ◦ μL∗
A dP.

Recall that, given an L∗-fuzzy event A ∈ AL∗ with membership function μL∗
A : X → L∗

and an order homomorphism ϕ : L∗ → I from (L∗,≤L∗) to (I,≤), then the function ϕ ◦
μL∗
A : X → I is the membership function of a fuzzy event which we shall denote ϕ(A),

i.e.ϕ ◦ μL∗
A (x) = ϕ(A)(x).

Therefore, for each expected value E : AI → I we can consider the RL∗-expected value
E

ϕ,E : AL∗ → I given by

E
ϕ,E(A) = E(ϕ(A)).

Example 7.3: Keeping the notations from Example 7.2(ii) and considering the expected
value of fuzzy events EP : AI given by (8), it is immediately clear that

E
ϕ,EL∗P

= E
ϕ,EP .

Example 7.4: Let X be a finite set and A = P(X). Consider the L∗-expected value
E : AL∗ → L∗ given by

E((A+,A−)) =
(
min
x∈X μA+(x), max

x∈X
μA−(x)

)
.

Then the RL∗-expected value Eϕ0.5,E : AL∗ → I is given by

Eϕ0.5,E((A
+,A−)) = 0.5 · (1 + min

x∈X μA+(x) − max
x∈X

μA−(x)
)
.
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From ϕ0.5((A+,A−)) = 0.5 · (X + A+ − A−) it follows that, whenever card(X) ≥ 2, there
is no expected value of fuzzy events E0 : AI → I such that Eϕ0.5,E = E

ϕ0.5,E0 .

8. Concluding remarks

We have introduced a general view on expected values of L∗-fuzzy events, including the
presentation of several examples and a deep study of these expected values with some
particular properties. Besides L∗-valued expectations of L∗-fuzzy events, we have consid-
ered also real-valued expectations of these events. Our approach can be helpful in several
applications of L∗-fuzzy events, in particular in decision making when some preference
structures should be constructed.
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